
Concordance of surfaces
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Knots S'c+ M3

usually k= 5 if they are isotopic

↑
M3 love

preserving surface it isotopy

knt concordant if they abound an annulus in MxI

group 2 = 2 [nots in 3373/concordance
->-80*30*

Question: Does I have torsion forn+ 2?

Does I have x-divisable elements?

s" -> MY

usually so -5, of they are isotopic



T
M x I love

preserving surface it isotopy

So. 3, concordant it they cobound an S"xI
in M "

xI

group 24 = 355.3")3/concordance = I

Th(Kervaire);

every 5"-> st bounds a ball in B5

-Y

*B5
* remove get 5"x1 in 5"x I

Concordances" to trical5

of (Keraire-Sanohjian):

*cs+3.mtdY
Y

into B
pushY

5
↑Isrash

in 15



do Dehn surgery along a

eventually becomes a ball

ThE(Sanokjian
any two homologous surfacesgenusig surfaces

=.I, in a M=1, X" are concordant

Goal: understand what
property to, I could have

that would make them "look" not concordant

assume [0.2, homotopic 2-spheres

orEaETOEsFamein
5, bounds D in 5"xI

i(D) is immerseddisk so

& is 1 π, (X

&bounds D In 5"x I

i (2D) =g is order two in #, X

Det (FQ ST)

So, S, based homotopic s") in X

fq(50,3) =zgtl(h:=)h+1inπ,X)/n+Sriv&tHMH



If a homotopy

Example: Schwartz, FQ, ST
of 2-spheres in Xwith i, having 2-forsion

homotopic but not concordant

*
roblem: is every link of s "is "slice?

He bounds BS into B5?)(

Mo
54

B
O

↑
we know this exists

in BP-B? does S, bound a ball?
↑

homology 5' x BY

I,

#
xusEGE-Deaconin



specifically if preimage is

HiE
SgJtH. (X; E() is the Stong (0.3,
can you answer Open problem with this inot?

TE(KM):

*So, S, in Prates whose it has no I-forscon

(e.g. S'xs *#CP"#(PY)
that are homotopic but not concordant

Th(Gabai):
if X"> Ro, R, homotopic and 6cXa2-sphere
St. C 1Ri =pt

and 6.0 = 0, 4X no2-forsion

then Po, R. isotopic



Th/FQ, KM);
immersed

if X"> Ro, R, homotopic and 6cXa2-sphere
St. C 1Ri =pt

and 6.6 = 0 mod 25necessary by Th(km) above

fg (Ro,R,) =0 c necessary by Schwartz, ST, KT

then Po, R, concordant

⑳problem: How do we obstruct (or construct)
concordance between to, I, if

positive genus when
4

#[i -> π,X

is nontrivial?


